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Abst rac t - -The  third-order nonlinear difference quations 
a(p~A(~.A~.)) + q.f(~+p) = 0, p e {0,1, 2}, 
where (p,~), (rn), and (qn) are sequences ofpositive real numbers for n E N, f : R --* ~ is a continuous 
function such that f(u)u > 0 for u =fi 0, are investigated. All nonoscillatory solutions of these 
equations are classified according to the sign of their quasiditterences to classes Ni, i = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 
sufficient conditions ensuring N~ ----- 0, i E {1, 2, 3} are given. Special attention ispaid to equation (El) 
for which the generalized zeros of solutions are studied and an energy function F is introduced. The 
relation between the class No and solutions for which Fn < 0 for n E N is established. (~ 2004 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Non l inear  difference quation, Nonoscillatory solution, Generalized zeros, Energy 
function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the third-order nonl inear  difference quat ions 
~(p~(r~Ax~))  + q~/(x~+~) = 0, p e {0,1,2}, (E~) 
where A is the forward difference operator Axn  = xn+l  -- xn, (Pn), (r~), and (q,~) are sequences; 
of posit ive real numbers  for n E N, and f : R --* • is a cont inuous funct ion such that  ](u)u > 0 
for u ¢ 0. 
Part icu lar  at tent ion will be paid to equat ion (Ep) for p = 1 
A(p,~A(rnAx,~)) + q~f(x,~+l) = O. (El) 
Special cases of (E l )  have been widely considered in the l i terature. For instance, oscil latory and 
asymptot ic  propert ies for the third-order l inear difference quat ion 
A3xn + qnxn+l -- O, (1) 
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and for the nonlinear difference quation 
Aaxn q- qnf(xn+l)  = O, (2) 
have been studied in [1-6], see also references therein. 
A solution x of (Ep) is a real sequence (xn) defined for all n E 1~ and satisfying (Ep) for all 
n E N. A solution of (Ep) is called nontrivial if for any no _> 1, there exists n > no such that 
xn y~ 0. Otherwise, the solution is called trivial. A nontrivial solution x of (Ep) is said to be 
oscillatory if for any no _> 1, there exists n > no such that x,~+lX,~ < O. Otherwise, the nontrivial 
solution is said to be nonoscillatory. 
The object of our investigation is the global asymptotic properties of solutions of (Ep). We 
will give a classification of all possible nonoscillatory solutions of (Ep) and conditions for the 
nonexistence of individual types of nonoscillatory solutions. Special attention is paid to equa- 
tion (El) where an energy function F is introduced, and by this technique the generalized zeros 
and asymptotic properties of solutions are described. 
Denote quasidifferences x lit, i = 0, 1, 2, of a solution x of (Ep) as follows: 
: : :p ax l, : 
2. NONOSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS OF (Ep) 
In this section, we study nonoscillatory solutions of (Ep). We start with the auxiliary result. 
LEMMA 1. Let x be a solution of(Ep). I f  there exists no 6 N such that Xno = Xno+l = 2:no+2 ---~ 0 ,  
then x= = 0 for ali n > no, and in case p 6 {1, 2} for all n 6 N. 
PROOF. Using the definition of difference operator, we can rewrite (Ep) to the recurrent formula 
Xn+3 : 1 -~ -~- '_ Xn+2 "~ "~- ~n+l 
rn+2 Pn+lrn+2 ] \ rn+2 Pn+lrn+2 Pn+lrn+2 ]
_~ pnrn x,~ qn f(x,~+p). 
Pn+lrn+2 Pn+lrn÷2 
(3) 
Let p e {0,1, 2}. Since Xno+p = 0, we have f(Xno+p) = 0 and applying (3), we get Xno+3 = O. 
Proceeding in this manner, by induction we prove the conclusion for n > no. In addition, if 
p e {1, 2} and no > 1, then (3) implies x~o_l = 0 and the statement follows again by induction. | 
COROLLARY 1. Let x be a solution of (El)  or (E2). I f  there exists a e N such that x,  # 0, 
then x is a nontrivial solution. 
PROOF. Suppose that a solution x of (El) or (E2) satisfying x~ ¢ 0 is trivial. Then, there exists 
no > a such that xn = 0 for all n > no. According to Lemma 1, we have xa = 0, a contradiction. 
The statement is proved. | 
Hence, any solution of (El) or (E2) with the initial value xl ¢ 0 is by Corollary 1 nontriviai. 
However, this is not true for (E0) as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 1. The third-order difference quation 
~=0 h3Xn + X n 
has a solution x = (1, 0, 0, 0, . . .  ) which is trivial but not identical zero for n ~ 1. 
REMARK 1. It may happen that linear equation (E0) with f (u)  = u is not actually a third order 
equation. One can see from (3) that linear equation (E0) is of the third order if and only if 
p~rn ~ qn. 
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LEMMA 2. I f  x = (Xn) is a nonoscillatory soIution of (Ep), then there exists N E IN such that: 
x[~ ] :fi0 fo r i=0,1 ,2  andn>_N.  
PROOF. Without loss of generality, assume that Xn+p > 0 for n > no. Then, x~ ] < 0 for n > nc 
and there exists nl  _> no such that x [2] is either positive or negative for n > nl. Thus, x [1] is 
either increasing or decreasing for n >_ nl and so there exists n2 such that  x[ 1] is either positive 
or negative for n > n2, and letting N = n2, we get the conclusion, i 
In view of Lemma 2, all nonoscillatory solutions x of (Ep) belong to the following classes: 
No = {x : 3 n~ such that x~x [lln < 0, x~x [2ln > 0 for all n _> n~}, 
N1 = {x : 3n~ such that xnx [11= > 0, xnx [2In < 0 for all n _> n~}, 
N2 = {x : 3 n~ such that x~x [1In > 0, xnx~ ] > 0 for all n >_ n~}, 
N3 = {x : 3 nz such that xnx [1In < 0, xnx [2],~ < 0 for all n >_ nx}. 
For equation (2), the only admissible classes of nonoscillatory solutions are classes No and 3/2. 
In the sequel, we extend this result for (Ev) by giving conditions to be the class Ni, i E {1,2, 3} 
empty. 
THEOREM 1. The class N1 is empty if  any of the following conditions are satist~ed: 
~¢ oo J 1 (a) E j= l (1 / r j )  < ~ and E j _ l (1 / r j+ l )E ,= I ( /p , )  = o~; 
oo i 1 J (b) Ej= (/pj+ ) E,=, qj = =d 
lira inf tf( ')i > O. (4) 
PROOF. Consider x E N1. Without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists no E N, 
xn > 0, x~ ] > 0, x[~ ] < 0 for i = 2, 3 and for n >_ no. Since x~ ] < 0, x[ 2] is decreasing for n > no. 
Denote c2 -- x [2]no (c2 < 0). 
Claim (a). We have p~Ax[n 1] < c2 for n > no, and thus by summation from no to n 
1 
i=n0 
Denote ~[11 0). Then, we -o = Cl (cl > have 
1 
rn+l~Xn+l < ci + 02 ~ , - - ,  
i=no~ Pi 
and summing the last inequality from no to n, we obtain 
z~+2 - X~o+l < cl ~ + c2 (5) 
j=no ?=no r J+l  "= P//" 
Therefore, 
n n 
j=no  r j+ l  j=no  TJ+I  = 
Letting n --* oo, we get x~+2 --* -cx~, which is a contradiction with the positiveness of x for n 
large. 
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Claim (b). By summation of (Ep) we have 
i~---nO 
i.e., 
(6) 
p~ Ax [1] <c2  Ktq , .  +1 n+l  -- -- 
i -~n  0 
Summing the last inequality from no to n, we have 
t t x xE2J+  < xIILl+C  1 1 ' -- qi. 
j=no Pj+I j -no  Pj+I • - -  ~=~1,  0 
Passing n --+ oo, the right-hand side tends to -oc ,  which is a contradiction with the positiveness 
of x [1]. I 
THEOREM 2. The class N2 is empty if any of the following conditions are satisfied: 
oo  (a) Ej=I q~ = oo an~ (4) holds, 
oo  (b) : is nondecre~ing in R and ~j=l  q~:(c ~=l  1/~) = o0, for ~y  ~ > 0. 
PROOF. Let x E N2. Without loss of generality, we can assume that there exists no E l~l such 
that x~ ] > 0, for i = 0,1,2 and for n > no. 
Claim (a). By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, there exists positive constant K 
such that f(xn) >_ K for n > no. By summation of (Ep) from no to n, we get (6). This, together 
with the fact x~ ] > 0 for n _> no, implies 
c2> ~ qJ(xi+,) > K t qi, 
i=no i=no 
where c2 = x[2~ > 0. Passing n --* oo, we get a contradiction. 
Claim (b). Because x [1] is increasing for n _> no, we have Ax~ > cx/rn, where cl = x[2~. By 
summing this inequality from no to n, we have 
n 
1 
Xn+l ~ Xn+l -- Xno ~> C1 ~ - - .  
r i  
~,=nO 
Since f is nondecreasing, we have for j > no + 1 
:(~:+~)_>f ci ~ 1 . 
~.=n 0 
According to (6), we have 
j=no+l  j=no+l  
Passing n -~ c~, we get a contradiction. 
qj: (cl ~=no r i /  
x[2] t n+l = c2 - qJ(x~+p). 
Since x is increasing for n > no, there exists limn-.co xn = c, where c E • U {oo}. In view of 
this, (4), the continuity of f ,  and the sign condition posed on f ,  there exists a positive constant K 
such that f(xn) > K for n > no. Hence, 
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THEOREM 3. The class N3 is empty ifE~°=~0/rj+~) E~=~ I/pi = co. 
PROOP. Let x E N3. Without loss of generality, let x~ > 0, x~ ] < 0, for i -- I, 2, 3 and for 
n > no. By  similar argument as in the proof of Theorem I, we get (5) where now ci < 0 and 
c2 < 0. Passing n --* co, we get xn+2 ~ -co, which is a contradiction with the positiveness of x 
for n large. II 
For equation (2), solutions from the class No satisfy lim,~-~oc 2Xxn = l im~oo A2xn = 0. The 
next result extends this result for (Ep). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let x be a solution of (Ev) which belongs to No. 
(a) u 
oo 1 
E- -  =co '  (7) 
j=1 ri 
then lim,-~oo x~ ] = 0. 
(b) If  
oo 1 
=co,  (8) 
j=l PJ 
then lim,~---,oo x~ ] = O. 
PROOF. Let x E No. Without loss of generality, assume that there exists no such that xn > 0, 
1 < 0, > 0, < 0 for > n0. 
Claim (a). Since x[ 1] is increasing and bounded, there exists the limit L1 = limn-~o x~ I. Clearly, 
L1 _< 0 and x~ ] _< L1. By summation of this inequality from no to n, we obtain 
n 1 
f i  Axj <_L1E  --,  
j=no j=no rj 
and so, 
1 
xn+l <__ xno + L1 )_~ 
j=nO r j  
7% The case L1 < 0 is not possible because ~j=l  1/rj --* co for n --* co and x~ > 0 for n > no. 
Thus, L1 = lim~-~oo x~ ] = 0. 
Claim (b). Since x[ 2] is decreasing and bounded, there exists the limit L2 = lim,~oo x~ ]. It is 
easy to see that L2 >_ 0 and x~ ] > L2. By summation of this inequality from no to n, we get 
Ax ] >_ L2 - - ,  
j =no PJ 
and so 
~[ll >x[ l l+L2~o 1 ~n-t-1 -- no p j  (9) 
?% 
Assumption L2 > 0 gives us a contradiction with the negativeness of X [1] , because ~3"=1 P~ --~ oo 
for n ~ co. Thus, L2 = 0. | 
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COROLLARY 2. Assume (4), (7), and (8). Then, any nonoscillatory solution belongs to the 
classes No U N2 whereby any x E No satisfies limn--.oo x[~ ] = 0 for i = 1, 2 and any x E N2 satisfies 
lim~-~oo Ix~l = oo. 
PROOF. From Theorems 1 and 3, it follows that any nonosciUatory solution is from No UN2. Let 
x C N2. Without loss of generality, assume that there exists no such that x~ ] > 0 for i -- 0, 1, 2 
for n > no. By a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 1, we get (9). From here, 
rn+lAXn+l > Cl ~ L2 
1 
i=no Pi 
where Cl = x[l~ > O. Hence, 
x~+2 - Z~o+l _> cl ~ + L2 - - ,  
J~o'= j=no rj+l i=no Pi 
and passing n --+ 0% we get the conclusion. | 
3. GENERAL IZED ZEROS OF  SOLUTIONS FOR (El)  
In the remaining two sections, we study solutions of (El).  
For a nontrivial solution x = (xn) of (Ep), we say k E N is a zero if Xk = 0, k E N is a node if 
xkxk+l < 0, and a C N is a double zero if x~ = X~+l = 0. Zeros and nodes are called generalized 
zeros. 
Next, two results describe generalized zeros of solutions of (El). 
PROPOSITION 2. I[ x is a solution or (E l )  from the class No, then xnx~ ] < 0 and x~x~ ] > 0 for 
n >_ 1, i.e., x[q has no generalized zero for i = 0, 1, 2. 
PROOF. We will prove that for any solution x of (El)  satisfying for some integer m > 1 
zm_>0, x~l <0, z~l >0, 
it holds 
xk > 0, ~1 < 0, z~ ~1 > 0, 
for each k E N such that 1 < k < m. 
(lO) 
Let k = m-  1. Because xm >_ O, from (El),  we get 
~I_~ = : ,~L  ~ = -qm-~:(~,,,) <_ o. 
Thus, x~ ] -X[m2]_l <_ 0, that is, x~]_l >_ X[m 2] > 0. From here, Ax[ml]_l > 0, and therefore, 
x~ ] - x~]__l > 0, i.e., x~]_l < x~ ] < 0. Finally, from the last inequality, we have Axm_l  < 0, i.e., 
xm-1 > Xm >_ O. The validity of (10) for 1 < k < m - 1 follows by repeating this process. The 
proof is complete. | 
LEMMA 3. Let a solution x of (El) have two successive nodes at n and m, m > n + 1, i.e., 
XnXn+ 1 < O~ Xn+lXn+2 > 0~... ,Xm_lX m > O~ XmXm+l <~ O. 
Then, XmX~ ] < O. In addition, if x~xn+l < 0 and Xn+lXn+ 2 < O, then Xn+2Xn+ 3 > O. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we can assume xn < 0, xn+l > 0 , . . . ,  xm > 0 and xm+l < O. 
Let m --- n + 1. Then, Axn > 0, Axn+l < 0, and so x~ t > 0, x[11+1 < 0. Hence, Ax~ ] < 0, 
i.e., x~ ] <: 0. Since xn+l > 0, we have from (El) that AxE ] < 0. If xn+a ~ O, then x[•]+2 _> 0 
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and x[:]+l _> 0 which implies Ax~ ] > 0, which would be a contradiction. Therefore, Zn+3 < O. 
In addition, since x~ l < 0 and Ax~ 1 < 0, we have ~.[2] +1 < 0. Consequently, - _[2] .~n+lXn+l < 0. The 
opposite sign case can be treated by the same manner. 
Let m > n4-1 .  Since xk > 0 for k = n4-1 , . . . ,m,  and x, ,+l  < 0, we have Axm < 0, 
i.e, x~ < 0, and ~xL ~1 < 0 for k = ~, . . . ,  ~ - 1. Assume that ~1 > 0. Then, ~=l > 0 for 
k = n , . . .  ,m - 1, i.e., Ax[~ 1 > 0 for such k, and taking into account x~l > 0, we have x~ ] > 0, 
which is a contradiction. Hence, x~ ] < 0. | 
REMARK 2. Lemma 3 states that no solution of (E~) has three nodes at successive index, say at 
n, n 4- 1, and n + 2. For example, x~ -- ( -1)  n is never a solution of (E~). 
4. F_  AND F+ SOLUTIONS OF (E~) 
Throughout his section, we will assume 
A (P~-~)>0, for n E N. (11) 
In this section, we study global asymptotic properties of solutions of (El) using the following 
energy function F.  It is a generalization of the energy function used for (1) in [3] and is a discrete 
counterpart of the energy function used for third-order differential equations in [7]. 
LEMMA 4. Let x be a solution of (El)  and 
~'rt 
Then, 
(v , , )  < ill ,~ 1 ( )~ 
AF.  = a K ~.~'+~/ + 2q.~,~+~f (x,.+~) + ~ ~1 >__ O, 03) 
pnrn 
that is, F is a nondecreasing sequence for n >_ 1. 
In addition, i f  x is a nontrivial solution of (El) ,  then there does not exist a E N such that 
F~. = F~+l = F~+2. 
PROOF. By (11), we have 
= A Pn X[ln]+l 
V-+U 
[1] ,~2 Pn (X[1] AX[1]4,X[1]AX[1] ~ __2x[2n]AXn__2Xn+!Ax[n2 ] 
rn 
\ ~+1 n ~ n ] Jr 2qnxn+lf_xn+l_( ) 
rn rn 
I" n 
4, 4, (Z x l) 
rn 
: ( )' __  ~I _> o. 
Pnrn 
Assume Fa = Fa+l = F~+2. Then, AF~ = 0 which imphes x~+l = 0 and x~ ] = 0. Similarly, from 
AF~+I -- 0, it follows xa+2 --- 0, x[~]+l = 0. Taking into account Ax~ ] = 0 and using AXa+l -- 0, 
we have Axa = 0 and so xa --- 0. Now, the conclusion follows from Lemma 1. 
REMARK 3. By Lemma 4, for any nontri~dal solution x of (El), there exists a sequence (n~:) 
such that (Fnk) is increasing. Consequently, if F~ = 0 at some a, then l imn-.~ Fn > 0. Observe 
that (Fn) is not increasing as the following example illustrates. Consider (2) and a solution given 
by the initial condition xl -- 1, x2 = 0, x3 -- -1 .  Such a solution is by Corollary 1 nontrivial. 
By a direct computation, one can verify that F1 -- F2 = 1. 
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PROPOSITION 3. Any nontrivial solution x of (El) has the following properties: 
(a) there exists no a 6 N such that x~ = x~+l = xa+2 = x~+3 # 0; 
(b) there ex/sts at most one a 6 N such that xa = Xa+l = Xa+2 7 ~ O; 
(c) x has at most one double zero; 
(d) ff there exists double zero, then there exists no a E N such that x~ = X~+l = xa+2 and 
vice versa, if there exists a 6 N such that x~ = x~+1 = x~+2, then there exists no double 
zero. 
PROOF. 
Claim (a). Assume by contradiction that there exists a E N such that xa = xa+l = xa+~ = 
[1 xa+3 ~ 0. From x~ = x~+l = x~+2, we have x[~ 1] = 0, xa+ 1 = 0 which implies x[~ 2] = 0, and 
by (12) we have Fa = 0. Similarly, from X~+l = x~+2 = xa+3 it follows F~+I = 0, and hence, 
AF~ = 0. According to (13), this means that xa+l = 0 and so xi -- 0 for i = a, a + 1, a + 2, a + 3. 
By Lemma 1, x is a trivial solution, a contradiction. 
Claim (b). Assume that there exists a, b 6 N such that xa = Xa+l = xa+2 ~ 0 and Xb = Xb+l = 
Xb+2 7 & O, which implies that F~ = Fb ---- O. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that a < b. 
If a < b, then in view of (a) b > a + 3, which would be a contradiction because by Lemma 4 
Fn > 0 for n > a + 2. Thus, a -- b. 
Claim (c). Assume that x has a double zero at a and b, and let a _< b. From (12), we have 
F~ -- Fb = O. Suppose a < b. By Lemma 1, we have xa+2 ~ 0, so b ~ a + 1 and b ~ a-b 2. By 
the same argument as in (b), we prove that b > a + 3 gives a contradiction with e fact F~ > 0 
for n _> a + 2. Thus, a = b. 
Claim (d). Assume by contradiction that x has a double zero at  and there exists b 6 N such that 
Xb ---- Xb+l = Xb+2 ~ O. Clearly, a ¢ (b -  l ,b ,b+ l ,b+ 2} and F~ = Fb = O. I fa  < b-  2[a >_ b+3] 
then by Lemma 4 Fb > 0 [Fa > 0], a contradiction. | 
REMARK 4. By (3), it follows that there always exist nontrivial solutions of (El) such that 
xa ~- X~+l -- x~+2 at some a C N, e.g., the solution with the initial value xl = x2 -- x3 -- 1 has 
such a property. Similarly, there always exist nontrivial solutions of (El) with double zero, e.g., 
the solution with the initial value xl -- x2 -- 0, x3 -- 1. 
REMARK 5. Let x be a solution of (El). If there exists a E N such that Fa ~ 0, then x is a 
nontrivial solution. Indeed, if such a solution is trivial, then by Lemma 1, x~ -- 0 for n 6 1W, and 
by (12), F~ --- 0 for n E N, a contradiction. 
The function F determines the dichotomy for all nontrivia/solutions of (El). 
DEFINITION. Solutions for which Fn < 0, n _> 1 are said to be F_ solutions, and solutions for 
which Fn > 0 eventually are said to be F+ solutions. 
REMARK 6. There always exist F+ solutions because any nontrivial solution with the zero or 
with the initial condition F1 _> 0 is F+ solution. 
The following result characterizes F_ and F+ solutions by means of oscillatory solutions and 
classes N~. 
THEOREM 4. Any x E N1 U N3 and any oscillatory solution of (El) is an F+ solution. H x is 
an F_ solution, then x E No tA N2. 
In addition, F_ solutions which belong to N2 have at most one node and no zero, and F -  
solutions which belong to No have no generalized zero. 
PROOF. Let x e N1 tA Na. Then, there exists no such that xnx~ ] < 0 for n _> no. Hence, F,~ > 0 
for such n. By Lemma 3, any nontrivial solution x with two generalized zeros is an F+ solution. 
From here, Remark 6, and Proposition 2, the conclusion follows. | 
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THEOREM 5. If x is a solution of (El)  such that l imn- ,~ F,~ < o% then 
n=l/k  ~ LXn+I]  <00,  
oo 
n=l 
n=l  Pn'r n 
PROOF. It holds 
(,4) 
Fro+ 1 -- F 1 : )_~ AFn .  
n=l  
Using (13), we have 
Pro - l -P1= A p~ x i +2  q,~+if (x , ,+~)+ - -  x~] . 
n=l  n=l  = pnrn 
Passing m ~ 0% we get the conclusion. | 
Next, two results give conditions under which F_ solutions coincide with the class N0. 
THEOREM 6. Assume (4) and 
O0 n 
n=l ~ rk 
Then, any F_ solution of (El)  belongs to the class No. 
PROOF. Let x be an F_ solution. By Theorem 4, x E No tO N2. Suppose that x E N2. Without 
loss of generality, we can assume that there exists no 6 N such that x~ ] > 0 for i = 0, 1, 2 and 
n _>_ no. Thus, x[ 1] is increasing for n >_ no. We have rnAx~ >_ x~! for n > no and by summation 
from no to n - 1, we get 
~-1 1, (15) 
i=~,O 
where Cl = x [1]no (cl > 0). By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1, there exists a 
positive constant K such that f(xn) >_ K for n _ no. From here and (15) 
qixi+lf(Xi+l) >_ c lK qi --, 
i=no i=no j=no ?'j 
which is for n --* oc a contradiction with (14). Hence, x E No. |i 
THEOREM 7. Let x 6 No. Assume (7) and 
lim P--% < oo. (16) 
n---+OO r n 
Then, x is an F_ solution satis~ing lim~-~oo F~ = O. 
PRoof .  Denote c = lim,~-~oopn/rn. From (11) and (16), we have 1/rn <_ c/pn for n E N. 
Summing this inequality and using (7), we get the validity of (8). By Proposition 1, we have 
lim~_oo x~ ] = 0 for i = 1, 2. From here, in view of (12) and (16), it follows lim~_~o~ F~ = 0. 
Since any F+ solution satisfies lim~-~oo F~ > 0, we get the conclusion. |] 
REMARK 7. If (11) and (16) hold, then (7) and (8) are equivalent. Indeed, from (11), we have 
rl/rn >_ Pl/Pn and so (8) implies (7). 
Summarizing the above results, we get the following results which extend similar results stated 
for (2), see [1, Problem 6.24.45]. 
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COROLLARY 3. Assume (4), (7), (16), and ~°==1 q,~ -= oo. Then, F+ solutions coincide with 
oscillatory solutions, F_ solution coincide with the class No, and any solution with the generalized 
zero is osciIlatory. 
COROLLARY 4. Assume (4), (7), and (16). If q~ > d > 0 and (r~), (p~) are bounded, then the 
following statements are equivalent. 
(a) Solution x satisfies lim~-~oo Fn --- 0. 
(b) Solution x is F_ solution. 
(c) Solution x belongs to the class No. 
~n=l  Xn~-lf(xn+l) <~ 00. (d) Solution x satisfies 
(e) Solution x satisfies lim,_.oo x ,  -- 0. 
PROOF. 
(a) ~ (b) follows by monotonicity of F, 
(b) ~ (c) follows from Theorem 6, and 
(c) => (d) follows from Theorems 5 and 7. 
(d) ~ (e). From claim (d), it follows l im, -~ x , f (x , )  = 0. If there exists (nk) such that 
limk-~o~ xn~ = c ¢ 0, where c e ]R u (+oo}, then in view of (4), the continuity, and the sign 
condition of f ,  it would be limk-~oo x.~f(xn~) ~0, a contradiction. Hence, claim (e) holds. 
(e) =~z (a). Since r~ and p~ are bounded, it holds lim~-.oo x~ ] = 0 for i = 1, 2 and by (12) 
limn-~oo Fn = 0. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider equation 
A(nA(nAx~)) + n [Xn+l[ sgnxn+l = 0, 
where A > 0. Applying Theorems 2, 7, and Corollary 2, we get that nonoscillatory solutions 
are identical with the class No, satisfy lim~-~oo x[~ ] = 0 for i = 1, 2 and l im~oo Fn = 0. By 
Corollary 3, oscillatory solutions coincide with F+ solutions. 
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